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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

799 responses

How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

799 responses

How well were the teachers able to communicate?

799 responses

The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.
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Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

799 responses

The  institute  takes  active  interest  in  promoting  internship,  student
 exchange,  field  visit opportunities for students.
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth.
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The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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Teachers  inform  you  about  your  expected  competencies,  course
 outcomes  and  programme outcomes.
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
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The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
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The  teachers  identify  your  strengths  and  encourage   you  with
 providing  right  level  of challenges.

799 responses

Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them.

799 responses

The  institution  makes  effort  to  engage  students  in  the  monitoring,
 review  and  continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.
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The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.
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Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.
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No suggestion

no

No suggestion

Perfect

All good

1. Industry visit 2. Application through learning

I think the projector should be placed at proper place because the side row cannot see it
properly.

Please change the exam pattern and always take one session on mental stress on students

Apart from syllabus some extra knowledge related to field should be given to the students

1:- Teachers need to become more commutative, 2:- Teachers need to interact with student
more

No suggestions, evryone is doing well

1.The seriousness among students must be increased 2.Teaching quality was good but may
be increased 3.The lectures attendonsy is not so satisfied

learning experience is good.

Provide various study material in practical life ,campus training in every year followed and
intership is required

Guess the students strength and encourage his challenge

Give examples on each topic

Instead of teaching in the exam point of view, Prefer to teach lifelong, Practical & professional
skillsets

Take regular lecture very effective way.exapline easy way

1.Interactive learning, 2.Smart education, 3.Conduct Revision.

100% completion of Syllabus which is there for Midsem , if completed thoroughly before
Midsem would help more while studying for exams.

1)Regarding labs, First teachers should explain concepts instead of taking practicals directly.

Understand students mentality. Provide internship through college. Please allow students to sit
in library even if it's there lecture time normally library staff say you are not able to sit in library
because your lecture is in progress.

Sometime server is down,

Need some more practically oriented applications.

Instead of reading PPT's only try to give some real life examples and practical examples which
will very interesting to learn in that way for students.From first year please boost coding
knowledge or soft skills of students will beneficial for us in last year for placements.Thankyou!
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All the the teachers are good in teaching

Practical related theory performance

Teachers should prepare thoroughly. Sometimes they are not able to deliver the content as we
expected. We need more industry oriented approach rather than only theory lectures

Use real life example while teaching

In teaching you can relate the each and every concept to the real life and real world examples
this will be help to understand the concept more efficiently and effectively

(1) Teachers should take practicals properly. (2) Teachers should communicate with every
student not only topers. (3) Teachers have to give attention on weak students.

1) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.2)Make teaching a two way interaction.

1. Use black board to explain important things like complex systems 2. Instead of assignments
give practical work to understand things better.

1. Use of blackboard for solving example 2. Give some notes in lecture 3. Cover all syllabus
points

1.Use of blackboard for example solving 2. Give the some notes in lecture 3. Cover all the
points included in syllabus in class

Teaching learning process provide soft skill is important and during the lecture teacher give
other knowledge about life skill

Teaching Through Reference Of the Youtube Videos Should Be Stopped. Teachers Heavily Rely
On Youtube Videos . We Pay Such Hefty Fees Not For Watching Youtube Videos in the Class
and If A Student Objects This Teaching Teachers Give Excuses Of Attendance And He Is Not
Active And So On.

No any suggestions.

Try to understand every students problem. Make better communication with each and every
students

some teachers need more knowledge what thy are taeching about thats the only suggestion

1) Ask student for their doubts.

Explore the idea and knowledge and practice too besides the topics

Need wifi in the classroom.

no any suggetions

It’s best . no need of improvement

Good teaching but teacher should teach more effectively

Student understandable teaching, example through teaching, quality teaching

Learning experience is quite good.
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Suggestion: Ihave generally observed that techers are not giving fair marks in the continues
assessment,due to this student get very less marks due to this the student is unable to score
good marks in that particular semester and hence their sgpa falls followed by cgpa,even in mid
semester I fill that the exam coduction or management is also below poor even some of
supervisor has not know what is the time duration of the papaer. In this semester we have 1
hour +15 min extra time is given but some supervisor has taken out the papers within 1 hour
only this is happen in MSE as we know how MSE marks are important but still this happen. The
teacher or faculties are not aware how internal marks important to student still they give low
marks in every semester even completing the work successfully.

No, thank you

I am absolutely satisfied by teaching so no any suggestions

Nice teaching but overload of submission instead taking preparation for placement. I think
there is no need of submission instead of

Teachers are not able to solve examples except the reference books

Teacher arrange Frequently industrial visit

Very nice, good

1.improve teaching process, 2.Give the examples to related subject to solve, 3.Increase english
communication between student and teacher

1) Frequently field vist and hand on training courses would be helpful 2) Practical projects
should be conducted 3)Help in Preparation of other exams

Teachers should communicate well with not only bright students but also all the moderate
students

Teachers should communicate well with all students ...not only topper students ...also the
moderate students

Teacher should be communicated with all student not only topper or highest students

Teaching must be more fluent.Sports activities should be conducted. Computer languages
should be teached.

The suggestion here is , 1) 2 teachers are coming and taking and going sometimes they do not
perfectly teach actually what happens in circuit and due to that students in class get bored and
class began to become noisy so no anyone of student get the point.

Nothing else

Improve teaching skills ,improve extraordinary activities,and improve communication skills
with students.

Need to prove the laboratory equipment and teaching quality

Seriousness among students regarding attendance is must be increased

No need

Change new one add in lab

Professors should teach in application oriented way, rather than just completing the
syllabus.Less focus should be on writing assignments and more on technical knowledge
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Good

No Any suggestion

Teaching can be better, also interaction between students and teachers should be improved,
evaluation of marks need improvement
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